Tracking the density evolution in counter-propagating shock waves using imaging X-ray scattering We present results from time-resolved X-ray imaging and inelastic scattering on collective excitations. These data are then employed to infer the mass density evolution within laser-driven shock waves. In our experiments, thin carbon foils are first strongly compressed and then driven into a dense state by counter-propagating shock waves. The different measurements agree that the graphite sample is about twofold compressed when the shock waves collide, and a sharp increase in forward scattering indicates disassembly of the sample 1 ns thereafter. We can benchmark hydrodynamics simulations of colliding shock waves by the X-ray scattering methods employed. The creation of matter with high energy density 1 in the laboratory is a highly transient process driven by large energy inputs. Consequently, such experiments are often plagued by gradients and fast evolution of the system parameters. On the other hand, many measurements aim at determining equilibrium properties at well-defined conditions to inform modeling of astrophysical objects or technical application of the interaction of intense lasers with matter. One may avoid this dilemma by performing ultra-fast measurements on well-defined states, e.g., isochorically heated matter, 2 but this approach drastically reduces the phase space that can be probed. Alternatively, one needs to track carefully the evolution of the system, particularly its density and temperature, 3 to ensure probing of well-defined states or, at least, correctly averaging in time and space.
Compression of solids by shock waves is a frequently used method to produce dense matter at elevated temperatures. 4 If the shocks are strong enough, warm dense matter or plasma states are created, and the equation of state (EOS) of high pressure materials can be explored. 5, 6 In experiments with strong, single-sided shocks, it is a well-established technique to deduce the system's properties from the measured shock breakout time and particle speed using velocity interferometry (VISAR) at the target rear side. However, many experiments have had to be corrected because of issues related to density inference. 7, 8 Furthermore, VISAR is not applicable for counter-propagating shocks used to reach even higher pressures 9 and states off the shock Hugoniot. Here, tracking the evolution of spatial and temporal gradients requires the development of innovative diagnostics that ultimately will allow for a much advanced understanding of strongly driven matter.
In this letter, we demonstrate two different X-ray based techniques that can track the density evolution in shockcompressed targets. As a prototypical element, we study carbon which is one of the most abundant elements and plays a crucial role in planetary physics. 10 The liquid state is only accessible at elevated pressures and temperatures and is especially of interest as it exhibits a very complex electronic structure, 11 may become conducting, and, thus, contribute to the generation of planetary magnetic fields. 12 Carbon is also a principle component of the capsule in inertial-confinementfusion experiments 13, 14 where phase transitions 15 can strongly influence the stability of the capsule.
In the present experiment we use two laser-generated shocks traveling inwards from both sides of a foil. While the shocks propagate separately, hydrodynamics simulations predict typical pressures 2 Mbar and temperatures <3 eV. When the shocks collide, the predicted pressures rise to 5 6 2 Mbar at temperatures between 5 and 7 eV. About 1 ns later, we experimentally observe a strong disorder in the sample.
The experiments are carried out at the Matter in Extreme Conditions (MECs) 16 end station at the Linac Coherent Light Source at SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. Laserdriven ablation creates a dynamic, high pressure state in a graphite foil and, prior to the X-ray experiment, the shock Published by AIP Publishing. 109, 031108-1 compression regime is characterized by established methods. A 5 ns long flattop pulse from the MEC long-pulse laser at k ¼ 527 nm wavelength, containing 6 6 1 J energy, is focused onto the front surface of a 115 lm rigid graphite (RG) foil with q 0 ¼ 1.8 g/cm 3 mass density. The Gaussian-like irradiation profile (inset in Fig. 1 , measured at strong attenuation) has a peak intensity of several 10 14 W/cm 2 at 20 lm full width at half maximum (FWHM) radius, whereas intensities $10 12 W/cm 2 are present at radii of 100 lm. Under single-sided laser irradiation, the shock can be diagnosed by VISAR looking from the rear side. The laserirradiated side has a 20 lm parylene ablator with a 100 nm aluminum overcoat to prevent penetration of the laser light through the transparent ablator. The rear side is aluminum over-coated and equipped with a 1 mm LiF VISAR window. We measure a shock transit time of 9.3 6 0.2 ns, which yields a maximum 2.2-fold compression and pressures of P $ 1.5 Mbar from the Hugoniot relation. The shock propagation is modeled using two-dimensional hydrodynamics simulations with the code MULTI2D, 17 in which the EOS is represented by SESAME 7832 table. The simulation agrees with the VISAR results when we assume a larger laser focus with a drive intensity of $2 Â 10 13 W/cm 2 in the simulation. The experimental geometry for counter-propagating shocks employs 115 lm thick graphite targets with symmetric 20 lm parylene and aluminum coatings on either side, as shown in Fig. 1 . Besides rigid graphite (RG), which is a porous polycrystalline system, we study pyrolytic graphite (PG) at a higher initial density of q 0 ¼ 2.2 g/cm 3 , which is non-porous and exhibits c-axis order along the surfacenormal.
Counter-propagating shock waves are launched by two nominally identical laser pulses, impinging simultaneously onto opposing sides of the target at 20 to the target normal (Fig. 1) . The target is probed at various time delays at normal incidence by an X-ray laser pulse, where the probed region is centered at the drive laser axis. The X-ray pulses are linearly polarized, have a photon energy of 5070 eV, $20 eV bandwidth, and are focused to an area with 20 lm diameter. A typical X-ray pulse has a duration of $50 fs. The pulse energy of 2 mJ has a shot-to-shot variation of up to 60.5 mJ. The target thickness is about half the X-ray 1/e-attenuation length, to minimize absorption.
The counter-propagating shock waves have been simulated using the parameters that reproduced the single-sided VISAR data. Time-dependent profiles of the simulated mass density in PG along the 20 lm diameter X-ray beam are shown in the left panel of Fig. 2 . For the first 5 ns, the shocks propagate inwards with the density slowly increasing to 3.5 g/cm 3 in PG and 2.9 g/cm 3 in RG, shown by the lines in Fig. 3(b) . Typical predicted temperatures (inside the dense target, lines in Fig. 3(c) ) stay below k B T < 3 eV. When the shocks collide after 5-6 ns, the density is predicted to peak at 4.2 g/cm 3 (PG) and 3.9 g/cm 3 (RG). Simultaneously, the temperature further increases to peak values of 5 eV (PG) and 6 eV (RG).
To diagnose the density evolution, we observed the scattering of the X-ray probe at different time delays up to 9 ns after the onset of laser irradiation. One-dimensional X-ray imaging perpendicular to shock propagation is achieved by a toroidally curved germanium Ge(111) crystal spectrometer. 18 It is positioned 77 vertically out of the polarization plane to maximize the scattering cross-section (H eff ¼ 90 , wave number transfer k ¼ 3.63 Å À1 ). Coupled to an X-ray charge-coupled device (CCD), the spatial instrument function (top-right panel in Fig. 2 ) is determined in-situ from imaging the titanium (Ti) Kb line (4932 eV) emitted from a few-lm thin Ti foil. It shows a 44 lm FWHM on top of a 150 lm wide pedestal. A 2.27-fold magnification is determined by moving this fluorescence source in known steps of 6100 lm along the z-axis.
In order to measure diffuse forward scattering at k-values well below the first Bragg peak, a mosaic von-H amos ). This efficient spectrometer has a spectral resolution of DE $ 7 eV.
The spectral dispersion is calibrated using Ti Kb, the vanadium (V) Ka doublet (4945 eV, 4952 eV), and the elastic X-ray scattering (5070 eV). In the observed range, the dispersion of the Ge(111) imaging spectrometer is approximately linear with 0.372 eV per 13.5-lm CCD pixel, while the HAPG spectrometer dispersion corresponds to 0.333 eV per 20-lm CCD pixel. Intensity flat-fields are acquired from the continuous thermal emission of a 10 lm aluminum foil heated by both ns laser beams.
The right part of Fig. 2 shows peak-normalized Z-profiles (gray) from the imaging spectrometer fitted by a convolution of the spatial instrument function (PSF) with rectangular profiles of appropriate width. Assuming homogeneous densities and a negligible amount of carbon ablation, the lateral compression and hence a relative density change q/q 0 is derived. As the initial density q 0 is characterized, this is a measurement of the absolute average density, as the data points in Fig. 3(b) show.
An alternative density measurement uses the densitydependent dynamic response of the valence electrons in forward scattering. The scattering spectra from the HAPG spectrometer show a clear signature of collective plasmon excitation. From Fig. 4 , the plasmon energy loss increases from initially 31 6 2 eV to a maximum of $38 eV at 5 ns. Valence electrons can be collectively excited into an available conduction band, oscillating between bonding and antibonding states. In pyrolytic graphite the average direct band gap (Penn gap 20 ) is hx Penn $ 12 eV. 21 Thus, the energy loss at a scattering wave vector k may be modeled as
Here, h ¼ h=2p is the reduced Planck constant and x pe ¼ ðe 2 n b =e 0 m e Þ 1=2 is the electron plasma frequency (in this expression, e is the elementary charge, n b is the density of (quasi-)free electrons, e 0 is the dielectric constant, and m e is the electron rest mass). The final quadratic dispersion term goes beyond the usual Drude model and is introduced following the behavior of the random phase approximation for free electrons, 22 where a is the dispersion coefficient. From the measured energy loss and the Penn gap energy of 12 eV, the absolute mass density can be derived via Eq. (1) from the density-dependent electron plasma frequency. In order to reproduce the known initial target density, a dispersion constant of a ¼ 0:35 is found (both PG and RG have identical density on the nanometer scale). This value is in agreement with recent graphite plasmon data obtained at MEC, showing a trend of a $ 0:33. Fig. 3(a) shows the strength of diffuse elastic forward scattering that is comparable for both PG and RG. It is constant up to 6 ns after the onset of laser irradiation (green profile), suggesting that the graphite remains in its initial crystalline state. Subsequently, the amplitude sharply increases by a factor of 4-5 within less than 2 ns. This indicates an abrupt transition from a crystalline to a fluid-like structure. . Here, the red line is a fit to the raw data (blue dots). Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) compare the experimental results from the two density measurements (data points) to the hydrodynamic simulations, shown as semi-transparent lines. These lines are generated by density-weighted integrations along the X-ray path for the mass density and temperature and refer to the right axes. If both the dispersion coefficient and the Penn gap are known, the plasmon-inferred mass density (points in Fig. 3(c) ) provides absolute density values. The data points indicate peak compression in both targets at 5 ns, followed by a slight release. However, due to the strong Rayleigh signal (Fig. 3(a) ), the plasmon position cannot be determined for delays >6 ns. Moreover, the Penn gap term in Eq. (1) is valid for the crystalline state, believed to exist for 6 ns, but might change or become metallic ( hx Penn ¼ 0) in the fluid state.
Both experimentally obtained densities agree with each other and the simulation within the error bars. Furthermore, the predicted plasma temperature (lines in Fig. 3(c) ) correlates with the density evolution. We note that the sharp increase in forward scattering ( Fig. 3(a) ) is observed 1 ns after the peak in temperature and density. Here, the target starts to disassemble.
In conclusion, we present two independent time-resolved measurements of the mass density in carbon foils during compression by counter-propagating shock waves. Our measurements, based on X-ray imaging and inelastic collective X-ray scattering, agree and about twofold-compressed graphite is generated when the shock waves collide 5-6 ns after the onset of laser irradiation. About 1 ns later, the drive laser is off and a sharp increase in forward scattering is indicative of a dissembling sample. The measured density evolutions broadly agree with two-dimensional hydrodynamics simulations adjusted with an effective laser drive according to VISAR data from single-sided shock experiments. Our results prove that X-ray scattering yields independent density diagnostics for counter-propagating shock geometries.
Improvements to this method will employ imaging crystals with both improved spatial resolution and magnification. The low scattering cross-section can be overcome by using characteristic fluorescence instead. 23 Low-Z targets like carbon could be doped by heavier elements-either homogeneously or arranged as tracer layers. In our study, titanium would be a particularly suitable candidate. 
